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Nomenclature 
Ac core area of the magnetic material 
Bs flux densitv at saturation 
lA current in the output winding of reactor "A" 
Is current in the output winding of reactor "B" 
Ieii r.m.s. value of the maximum allowable current in the output winding of a reactor 
le bias current in a circuit halanced with biased rectifier 
10 output current 
No number of turns of the output winding of a reactor 
Po output power in the basic circuit 
Ps, m output power in the push-pull circuit 
PS~'m(t) instantaneous value of the output power in the push-pull circuit 
R.~ =RB=R ballast resistances 
Rc resistance of t he output "inding of a reactor 
Ro load resistance 
Ri resistance of the input circuit 
F supply voltage 
L'A and Us voltage drops across the ballast resistances 
'Ue induced voltage in a reactor 
FeA and UeB induced voltage; in reactors "A" and "B", respectively 
Fo output voltag'C 
L-i input voltage 
average value 
peak value 
Explanation of indices 
av 
m 
max maximum allowable average value in case of some control ranges or circuit 
arrangements. 
Currents and voltages as function:; of time are marked with small letters, their average and 
peak values with capital letters. 
On building half-wave magnetic amplifiers of symmetrical output one of 
the problems arising is how to carry out the balancing of the amplifier elements 
connected in push-pull in order to keep the response time within 1 cycle, while 
at the same time obtaining the maximum output for a given core. 
In our present investigations the basic circuitry of Ramey will be consi-
dered as a basis of comparison. The maximum output of an amplifier built 
with a given core and '''inding data in the basic circuit will be determined 
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Then the ratio of the attainable maximum output to the output of the basic 
circuitry will be determined when building a symmetrical output circuit from 
two cores with the same winding data. 
In order to elucidate the problem let us start from the basic circuit 
shown in Fig. 1. Let us suppose that the hysteresis loop of the core is square 
shaped (Fig. 2.). The characteristic of the basic circuit is shown in Fig. 3 if 
the input signal is of alternating voltage. 
The half-wave magnetic amplifiers are generally used as preamplifiers 
in control circuits. Their task is to control a further amplifier stage (e. g. mag-
netic amplifier, rotating amplifier, signal converter etc.). The control of the 
next stage needs a certain value of current and voltage. It is known, however, 
that the controlability of the above-mentioned elements is usually determined 
jJf'S"-'1 , n 
I le 
Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
by the product of some mean value of the current and voltage because e. g. 
in case of servo-elements to be controlled by the change of the magnetic flux 
the current and voltage necessary for the control change is in reverse ratio if 
the number of the exciting turns is changed. 
One factor of the valuation of an amplifier is therefore the product 
of some mean value of current and voltage obtainable from it: the output 
power. In view of the fact that the effect controlling the next stage generally 
depends on the linear average value of the output current and voltage, there-
fore, it is expedient to define the output po\',-er as the product of the linear 
average values of the output current and voltage. The output so defined there-
fore differs from the power, in the strict physical sense, appearing at the output 
terminals. 
The output of an amplifier changes during control. In this article by the 
word "output", always the maximum output arising in the course of control, 
will be meant. 
As an amplifier of basic circuit shown in Fig. 1 is completely open in 
case of Ui = 0, the product of the average value of the current flowing through 
the output resistance and of the average value of the voltage across it, has in 
this case, to be determined. 
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The sinusoidal voltage on the core winding cannot be higher than that 
changing the core flux from the one point of saturation to the other. If the 
average value of the voltage is denoted Ueav then 
(1) 
The supply voltage to be used cannot be higher than that. In order to 
secure a good utilisation of the core for the average value Uav of the supply 
voltage 
(2) 
is to be chosen. Accordingly the supply voltage to be used is determined by the 
geometric dimensions of the core and the number of turns of the output 
winding. 
The maximum average value of the output current in case of U i = 0 is 
I _ 1 
o av -? -R--"'-R--
.-..J C I 0 
(3) 
The factor 1/2 is due to half-wave rectification. From equation (3) the 
output power is 
Po= Ucav.loav=I5avRo= 1 U~v Ro 
4 (Rc + RO)2 
Po has its maximum possible value if 
in which case the current is 
I 1 U av _ 1 Ue av 
oavmax -4-R;-4R; 
The output power if' 
Pomax = 
1 U~av 
16 Rc 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
For the output given by equation (6) only cores of smaller size can be 
matched. In case of larger cores the current given by equation (5) causes 
excessive heat in the output windings of the amplifier. In this case the amplifier 
cannot be matched for the maximum output but the maximum allowable 
1* 
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current should be determined from the heat dissipating capacity of the 'wind-
ings. 
The heat caused in the v.inding depends on the r.m.s. value of the current. 
Let us denote the r.m.s. value of the maximum allowable current I df• Since 
a half-rectified current having a form factor of nj2 flows through the power 
'windings, thus the corresponding average value is 2jn . I cff' 
If 
then 
is to be chosen so that 
Hence 
The output pO'wer is 
1 Uc.av 
2 Ro +Rc 
Fig. 3 
Ro _:r Uc av _ R 
- c 
4 left 
2 
-IeH 
n 
P T~ I 12 R Ucav leff o max = U 0 av' 0 av = 0 aV 0 = ---''---
:r 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
4 10 R 
'Off c 
n 2 
(10) 
It can easily be seen that in the case of limit of the unidentity (7) the equation 
(10) leads to equation (6). 
In the following the output power of the symmetrical circuit will be 
separately investigated, if the load is matched for the maximum output 
first (case I) and then for the maximum allowable current in the output 
-winding (case II). The symmetrical circuit is supposed to be built up from cores 
which in the basic circuit can each be loaded with Po max' 
1n Fig. 4 the three possible methods for balancing are given. In Fig. a 
and b the balancing is done by means of passive elements - the resistances RA 
and RB - and by means of the biased rectifiers RCa and Rc4, respectively. Fig. c 
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shows a bridge circuit where no passive balancing elements are necessary. 
It "\\-ill be shown that from the point of view of maximum output in case I 
all the three circuits are equivalent, in case n, however, under similar circum-
stances, from the bridge circuit lower output can be obtained than from 
the other two circuits. 
Ri 0 IX 
--!>/A 
If Vc, RCI 
tL!4 0jfJ: luCA U RA I 2 I luo lh : 1/1 /}, >---<> - 0--- Ra 
:®£n: IUeB Re I a) Z 1 
RC2 
IUe lo 
--1>18 
/J 
Ri i 0 le c< 
UCA RCt 
I ® I Rc] I 
uf ! -.!:!.- ?r IUo Uc --0 0--- <4Z!e R~ 
® I 
Rc. DJ 
6 
RC2 110 j3 I 
'--. 
le 
F< i 0 
~CA I~ 
: 
f; 
----<> 0- Ra 
I :.lea fz@ I I ! 1: , 
jUa 
c) 
Fig. 4 
A) Balancing hy means of resistance 
The operation method can be followed in Fig. 4a. In the operating half-
cycle the direction of the alternating voltage U is marked with the full line 
arrow. If at the beginning of the operating half-cycle any of the reactors is 
unsaturated, as a result of the voltage drop on it from U the flux of core "A" 
gets into the upper, that of core HE" into the lower point of saturation still 
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in the operating half-cycle (provided, of course, that the voltage U is high 
enough to deliver the voltage-time integral necessary to saturate the core). 
Therefore, it is certain that at the end of the operating half-cycle both cores 
are in a saturated condition. 
In the next half-cycle the rectifiers in the circuit 0 are blocking. Therefore 
the change of flux in the cores can be influenced only by Ui' Depending on the 
direction of Ui in the resetting half-cycle either the flux of core "A", or that 
of core "B" will be reset. Let us suppose that U i is an alternating voltage and 
of such a phase that its direction in the resetting half-cycle corresponds to 
the dotted line arrow. Theoretically voltage U i is divided into voltages across 
the resistance Ri and reactors "A" and "B", on the latters the voltage drops 
being UcA and UcB 'whose directions are indicated by the dotted arrow. There-
fore the flux of core "A" changes in a down,\ .. rard direction and will thus be 
reset. The flux of core "B" - however - cannot be changed by the voltage 
of indicated direction because it is in the lower point of saturation. Conse-
quently voltage cannot appear on reactor "B" (UcB = 0) thus the voltage is 
divided between the resistance Ri and reactor '"A". At the end of the resetting 
half-cycle the flux levels of each core are indicated with the points 2 on the 
saturation curve in Fig. 4a. In the next operating half-cycle a voltage having 
a direction marked with the full line arrow would again appear on the reactors. 
A voltage with such a direction, however, can appear only on reactor "A" 
and not on reactor "B", on account of the flux of the latter being in the lower 
point of saturation. Consequently current iA is zero in a part of the operating 
half-cycle - until the flux of core" A" gets into the upper point of saturation,'-
then, after the core "A" has been saturated circuit 0 of core "A" fires. On the 
other hand circuit 0 of core "B" is open during the whole operating half-
cycle and the current iB changes according to voltage U and the resistances 
of the circuit. As the upper and lower part of circuit 0 is symmetrical the vol-
tage U A and U B have the same instantaneous values after the firing and thus 
voltage lIo = liB - lIA appearing between point a and p is then zero. 
The higher is the absolute value of the voltage Vi of a giycn polarity 
the higher is the degree to which the flux of core "A" is reset and consequently 
the higher is the phase angle at which core "A" fires in the operating half-cycle. 
It can be seen that by increasing the voltage Ui the average of the output 
voltage increases. 
In case of Vi = 0 the fluxes of neither core will be reset and thus the 
output voltage is always zero. Finally when Vi changes its polarity, the flux 
of core "B" will be reset in the control half-cycle, the flux of core" A" - how-
ever - remaining all the time in the upper point of saturation. Thus the average 
of the output voltage changes its polarity as opposed to the previous case. 
The output impedance will be matched to the output terminals a and p. 
In order to determine the output power let us suppose that during the reset-
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ting half-cycle preceding the operating half-cycle under investigation the flux 
of core "A" has been reset as compared to the upper point of saturation, while 
the flux of core "B" is in the lower point of saturation. As no voltage can appear 
on reactor "B" the symbol of its winding has been omitted in Fig. 5, and only 
ex 
fie ~ 
Rc, RA 
® 
...!L I r; ---0 <>--- Ra !Uo 
RC2 
® Rc Ra jlo 
----dB 
;3 
Fig. 5 
its resistance Rc is indicated. The forward resistance of the rectifier being in-
corporated in the resistance of the winding, under these conditions the vol-
tage drop on the rectifier during the operating half-cycle was taken into 
consideration and it can be omitted in the circuit. Fig. 6 has been drawn 
Fig. 6 
accordingly. It can easily be seen that Fig. 6 is the same as Fig. 5 excepting 
the arrangement of the circuit elements. This equivalent circuit applies to a 
section of the operating half-cycle preceding the firing of core "A". In the 
circuit, even during this time, flows a current IB which returns to the termi-
nal marked with the point of the arrow of the voltage source, partly through 
resistance R B , partly through resistances Ro and RA connected in series. The 
output current is the component Io flowing through output resistance Ro-
This component causes a voltage drop of IoRA across resistance RA' 
On reactor "A" does not therefore appear voltage U as in case of the 
basic circuit, but a voltage reduced by the drop IoRA across resistance RA' 
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Consequently the flu-x of core "A" changes at a lower rate toward the upper 
point of saturation and o"wing to this fact the firing occurs later. The higher 
current 10 is or JioRAdt voltage-time integral, the later does core "A" fire. 
The average value of the output current increases with the increase of the 
firing angle, thus the described phenomenon actually causes an inherent posi-
tive feedback. 
Fig. 7 shows the voltage across ballast resistances RA and RB at an inter-
mediate state of control. The output voltage appearing across the resistance 
Ro is proportional to the section lines between the curves. 
Fig. 7 
The operation "within 1 cycle is based on the fact that at the end of each 
operating half-cycle the cores arrive at the border of saturated and unsatura-
ted state independently of the previous state of control. Consequently the 
"past" of the cores previous to the beginning of the control half-cycle can have 
no influence on their subsequent "fate". 
Let us examine the equivalent circuit in Fig. 6 and let us substitute 
according to Thevenin's law an equivalent generator for that part of the cir-
cuit which is to the right of points a - }' (Fig. 8). The voltage U' of this 
is the voltage appearing on the points a - y of the separated part of the 
circuit caused by voltage U, and R' 0 is the resultant resistance of the separated 
circuit to be measured at terminals a - y. 
(ll) 
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Based on reasons of symmetry the resistances RA and RB must be equal: 
Taking this into consideration the current io can be expressed as follows: 
~_jU' 
'0 
Fig. 8 
R i=u------------
o Rc (2R 
Substituting this III equation (11) 
(12) 
(13) 
It can easily be seen from Fig. 8 that prior to the firing the magnetic state of 
the core and the reaction of the output circuit on the input circuit are described 
by the same equations as in case of the basic amplifier circuits. The core "A" 
fires when the f u' dt voltage-time area equals the reset flux. 
If the maximum obtainable output from the symmetrical circuit is to 
be determined then only that case is to be investigated when core "A" is 
blocking all through the operating half-cycle. The condition of this of course 
is that in the preceding resetting half-cycle the flux should be reset with a 
value of 2 Ps. The voltage U' is to be chosen so that its half-'wave changes the 
flux of the core with just the value of 2 Ps. In other words U' must be a sinusoi-
dal voltage for the average of which 
(13a) 
holds. 
Considering equation (11) it can be seen that the supply voltage U can 
exceed U' and thus it can be higher than in the case of a basic amplifier circuit 
built with the same core and winding data. The voltage increase depends on 
Ro and io the latter being dependent on the U itself, besides the other circuit 
constants. Therefore, it must essentially be determined that in order to attain 
the maximum output 
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(14) 
obtainable in case of a given core at the simultaneous fulfilling of the condition 
U' av = Uc av, which values the freely selectable RI' Ro and U are to have. 
According to the results derived in App. I P sym max has its extreme value 
both in case of I and II at infinite ballast resistance R and supply voltage U. 
In case of smaller cores (case I) U and R- must approach infinite on the con-
dition that 
(15) 
where Uc a\' is the highest voltage the core is just capable of absorbing [see 
equation (1)]. At the same time it must be fulfilled that 
(16 
as a consequence of which - also according to the equations given in App. 1-
in case of full control 
~ Uca\' 
Psymmax = 
32 Rc 
(17) 
output is obtained on the output resistance. Since at full connol core" A" 
is blocking through the ","hole duration of the operating half-cycle the current 
flowing through both ballast resistances is carried by the winding of core 
"B". Because for R ---+ = the other resistances can be neglected 'while deter-
mining the value of the current, therefore the instantaneous value of the cur-
rent in the winding of reactor "B" is 
iB = 21im 
R 
u (ISa) 
The r.m.s. value of this current is 
I 1 ')1' Um l' Um ;;rl' Uav = - . ~ III -- = Im -- = - Im--
B 2 R R 2 R 
(ISb) 
(On account of the half-wave. rectification the peak factor is 2 instead of V2.) 
If IBis higher than Ieff corresponding to the maximum allo'wable temperature 
rise we have case II (larger cores). In this case 
lim U av = ~ Ieff 
R ;;r (19) 
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must be substituted instead of equation (15) and of course 
lim < Ucav 
R 4Rc 
holds true. 
In case II the output has its maximum if 
Ro= n Ucav - 2Rc 
2 Ieff 
and its value is 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
It can easily be seen that at the limit when current 18 calculated from equa-
tion (18b) equals current I fi allowable for heating considerations case I and 
II are equivalent. 
Namely, if in equations (21) and (22) according to equations (18b) 
and (15) 
I n l' Uav :7 Ucav 
eff=""2 ImT = 2 4Rc 
is substituted for Iefi' equations (16) and (17) are obtained. By comparing the 
equations (6), (7) also (10) and (22) it can be seen that from the push-pull 
eircuit half as much output can be obtained than from the basic circuit built 
with the same core and winding data. The maximum theoretically obtainable 
output for R -+ = can be well approached if R = 6-8 Rc is chosen. 
A physical meaning can be attributed to lim ujR in equation (18a) 
on the following consideration: The currents caused by voltage u flow through 
one of the resistances R. In case of R -+ = the other resistances in the circuit 
have no influence on the currents. If either of the cores or both are open the 
supply voltage appears on the ballast resistances apart from a small differen-
tial part. Based on this in the circuit of Fig. 9 for the Y composed of the bran-
ches of the supply voltage and the ballast resistances two current generators 
each supplying a current of 
. U 
Le=-
R 
can be substituted. From the afore-said it could be assumed that at point " 
of Fig. 5a current 2 ie is forced on a circuit, the half of 'which flo'ws away at 
point a and the other half at point (3. According to this view prior to the firing 
the upper (a) circuit of Fig. 9 is valid: the current of an instantaneous value of 
2ie flowing in at point y can only flow through the lower core because core 
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"A" is unsaturated. From this current 2ie the amount of ie flows away at 
point fJ the remaining ie flowing away through resistance Ro at point a. The 
IUCA ~Je 
~e n I 
Rc re 
~ J3 
eX 
Rc ~le 
~e 
Rc [le 
j3 
Fig. 9 
instantaneous value of the voltag llcA changing the flux of core" A" can be 
determined by means of the 2nd Kirchhoff's law applied to the only loop in 
the figure. 
(23) 
Consequently the blocked core is saturated by the resultant of the voltage 
drops across the resistances Rc and Ro due to the current forced through them. 
Fig. 10 
UcA and 2 Rc are fixed values in equation (23). From the same equation 
the current can be determined. It is the current in resistance Ro being con-
nected to a voltage source of internal voltage UcA and internal resistance 2 Rc. 
From this latter, however, the maximum output is obtained in case of 
Ro = 2 Rc; i.e. when the internal and external resistances are equal. This cor-
responds to equation (16). 
After the firing the current distribution is according to the lower (b) 
circuit in Fig. 10. O'wing to the perfect symmetry the current in resistance Ro 
is zero. 
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B) Balancing by means of biased rectifiers 
According to Fig. 4b, in this circuit rectifiers are used in place of the 
ballast resistances. The rectifiers are biased from a current generator of infi-
nite internal resistance. The current generator not indicated in the figure 
supplies the current 2ie in the circuit at point y. Dhided into two equal parts 
this current flows back at point a and fJ into the current generator. 
The rectifiers are assumed to be ideal; i. e. they constitute a short circuit 
in the forward direction and a break in the reverse direction. Let us suppose 
that in the resetting half-cycle preceding the operating half-cycle to be inves-
tigated the flux of core" A" has been reset, while that of core "B" has remained 
at the lower point of saturation. Thus at the beginning of the operating half-
cycle the reactor "A" is blocking and the reactor "B" is opening. It can easily 
be seen that the condition of operation is, that prior to the firing a part of the 
current IB of reactor "B" is to flow through resistance Ro until core "A" also 
fires. Therefore prior to the firing RC4 must block otherwise Ro would be short-
circuited by the rectifer and thus no voltage could appear across it. On the 
other hand RC 3 must conduct so as to make a closed circuit for the current in 
Ro' If the afore-mentioned conditions are given there is a break (between 
points f3 and y) in the branch of rectifier RC4 while there is a short-circuit 
(between point a and y) in the branch of rectifier Rc3• Fig. 10 was dra'won accor-
dingly. Core "B" is in saturated condition, therefore, the winding resistance 
Rc was drawn in its place. Until it fires the negligibly small magnetizing current 
flows through reactor "A", consequently the circuit of reactor" A" may be 
assumed to be broken, with the remark, that on account of the conductance 
of rectifiers RCI and RC3 (sce Fig. 4b) the total supply yoltage appears on reac-
tor "A". Consequently - in opposition to the balancing 'with ballast resist-
ance the average of the supply yoltage i5 to be chosen as in case of the basic 
circuit (see equation 6): 
(24) 
A break was assumed in place of the blocking rectifier RC4 and the reverse 
yoltage Up:, was indicated. As all the other rectifiers conduct short-circuits 
have been put in their place. 
As long as the above described conditions exist the circuit is linear and 
the usual methods for calculating linear circuits can be applied. It is evident 
that the condition of RC3 being conducting and RC4 being blocking is the solu-
tion of the circuit in Fig. 10 for the instantaneous values 
Upy > 0 (25) 
and 
(26) 
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presents itself. The following equations can be set Up: 
ie = ia + io 
ie = iB - io 
. R'· r:! U = ~B eT LO.L'i) 
(27a) 
(27b) 
(27c) 
As the solutions of the above equations for io' iB and i3 the following are ob-
tained: 
u-io = ------" 
Rc+~ 
(28a) 
(28b) 
u (28c) 
. R Ro fl{3v= u - ~B c = u----
. Ro+Rc 
(28d) 
Considering equations (25) and (26) the condition of operation is 
(29) 
and 
(30) 
be fulfilled. Consequently 
(31) 
By setting the value of the Biasing current between these limits the condition 
of the above described operation can be assured. As the unidentity refers to 
instantaneous values the value of ie in the operating half-cycle is to be chosen 
within the zone marked with lines (see Fig. 11), in such a way, that the output 
power should be a maximum. Based on equation (28a) the instantaneous 
value of the output power is 
(32) 
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In case of fixed Ro the value of psym(t) is maximum if i. has the smallest value 
given by unidentity (31): 
u i e =----
2Rc +Ro 
(32a) 
This corresponds to the case when rectifier RCa has just been blocking (ia = 0) 
but the reverse voltage has not yet appeared on it. Then 
and thus 
Fig. 11 
With varying Ro the above expression obtains its maximum when 
This maximum is 
u2 
P<vm(')ma v = --
" .. , " 8R 
c 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(It is to be noted that this circuit also operates with a smaller bias than given 
by equation (32a). Then rectifier Rea is stressed in the reverse direction and 
ie = io as the limit of the above discussed. In this case according to equation 
(32) the output power is decreased as compared to the above given maximum.) 
Equation (32a) can only hold true for every instantaneous value if i, 
varies sinusoidally in the operating half-cycle; i. e. 
where 
I=~-
em 2R.J., R 
C I 0 
In the resetting half-cycle ie = 0 may be true. If it is desired to turn from the 
instantaneous value of the output power given by the expression (35) to the 
average value of the same, then keeping in mind that the average of U is 
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U av/2 (this average being effective for the output power) and substituting 
this for u in equation (35) and also taking (24) into consideration 
P sym max = 32R 
c 
u~ av 
32Rc 
(36) 
This expression is the same as the one (17) derived for the case of balancing 
with ballast resistances. 
C) Bridge circuit 
In a bridge circuit amplifier elements are also used in place of ballast 
resistances and biased rectifiers (see Fig. 4c). The firing of the individual cores 
is to be controlled in such a way that reactor" AI" fire at the same time as 
reactor" A 2" and reactor" BI " as reactor "Bz". Furthermore reactors ,,; AI" 
and" A z" are to fire at the upper point of saturation and reactors" BI" and 
" B 2" at the lo"wer one. In the circuit arrangement of the control windings given 
in Fig. 4c these conditions are fulfilled, provided the reactors in the opposing 
branches of the bridge are equal magnetically as well as electrically. Equality 
can most suitably be ensured by using a common core and winding for the 
opposing circuit elements. 
For the sake of comparison let us assume that cores of the same dimen-
sions and windings with the same number of turns are used as in the circuits 
given earlier, with the difference, that the output windings are divided into 
two halves. One half each is used as an output winding of the amplifier ele-
ments in the opposing branches of the bridge. Thus the same amount of active 
material is necessary in the bridge circuit as in the two other circuits. In order 
to obtain the same utilization of the winding area the same total number of 
turns and the same 'wire size are also assumed in the bridge circuit. The resist-
ance of the output 'winding of a core 'was denoted earlier Rc. Now the resistance 
of a half-coil is Rc/2. In the basic circuit the highest average value of the sinus-
oidal voltage that the core can absorb is Uc av' On account of the half number 
of turns and the same core dimensions in the bridge circuit a half-coil can absorb 
the half-wave of a sinusoidal voltage having an average value of Uc av/2. 
As in the earlier cases only the operating half-cycle is now to be investi-
gated. Let us start out from the moment when the flux-level of core "A" 
has been reset in the preceding resetting half-cycle as compared to the upper 
point of saturation (point marked 2 in the magnetizing characteristic drawn 
beside cores" AI" and" Az" in Fig. 4c) while the flux of core" B" is at the 
lower point of saturation. The corresponding equivalent circuit is given in 
Fig. 12. On account of core" B" being saturated no voltages can be induced in 
·coils "Bl" and" B2", consequently the coils are indicated only by their resist-
.ance Rc/2. In coils" BI" and" Bt current starts to flow at the beginning of the 
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operating half-cycle, and it is sinusoidal all through. This current is output 
current io flo'v-ing in resistance Ro until core" A" fires. The follo,v-ing voltages 
are on the half-coils of core "A": Voltage on half-coil "AI" between the points 
b and a is 
That on half-coil'" A 2" bet"ween the points /J and I' is 
Consequently 
I 
i
UCAf U 
f~--o--o 
I 
j i UCA2 
Fig. 12 
Ro 
(37a) 
(37b) 
(38) 
[-CA cannot he higher than that determined by the yoltage-time integral of 
the half-waye which can be ahsorbed hy each half-coil of core" A". In case I 
the extreme value of the output power is to be sought for in the condition 
(!) ., 
-J UcA dt = 
7[ 2 
(39) 
o 
According to those derived in App. II the output power has an extreme yalue if 
(40) 
and the average yalue of the supply yoltage is 
U- 3 U-av == - cav 
2 
( 41) 
2 Periodica Polytecbnica El. 1\":2. 
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Then the extreme value of the output power is 
P 1 U2av 
svmmax =-
. . :i2 Rc 
(42) 
According to Fig. 12 the instantaneous value of the current flowing in the 
output ·winding, prior to the firing of core "A" is 
II iE = ------
Rc+Ro 
(43a) 
When matching in accordance with equation (40) 
. 2 II 
LE =--
3 Rc 
(43b) 
Fig. 13 
After firing both cores are open and the corresponding equivalent circuit now 
valid is shown in Fig. 13. According to this a current of instantaneous value 
(44) 
flows in both branches. This current is 3/2 times as high as that which 
could be obtained from equation (43b) valid prior to the firing. The heat-
dissipating capacity of the amplifier elements is to be checked in the most 
unfavourable case when the circuit given in Fig. 13 is valid during the 
whole operating half-cycle; i. e. in case of zero control. Then the average value 
of the current in the output winding of either core is 
(45) 
As earlier, the factor 1/2 is due to the fact that the average of the supply volt-
age was calculated for the whole cycle (as in case of full-wave rectification) 
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although current flows in the output "winding only in every other half-cycle. 
As owing to the half-wave rectification the form factor is 7[12 - according to 
equation (45) the r.m.s. value of the current in each reactor is 
or - taking equation (41) into consideration 
(46) 
It can be seen that the r.m.s. yalue of the current taken into account from the 
point of yiew of heating is now three times as high as in the case of the two 
other circuits. Consequently the matching for maximum output has to be 
giyen up in ease of cores smaller than those to be used in the other two cir-
cuits. For the same reason the output obtainable from the bridge circuit is 
reduced, in case of larger cores (case II), "when the matching of the output 
resistance is made for the largest allowable current in the output winding, 
even in case of the other two circuits. 
This drawback of the bridge circuits is reduced by the circuit suggested 
by LUFCY, SCH:\lID and BARl\"HART in which the cores are provided with a third 
set of windings. The role of these win clings is to reset the flux-Ieyel of the 
cores even in the case of zero control, thereby preventing the short-circuiting 
of the supply voltage through the output windings'own resistanees as shown 
in Fig. 13. 
Appendix I 
Based on equations (12) and (13) it holds true that 
(47) 
It is expedient to turn to average values. 
It must be taken into consideration that the average of the output current 
determined for the whole cycle is denoted 10 av' at the same time keeping in 
mind, that the instantaneous values of the output current are zero in the 
second half-cyle. On the other hand, according to equation (13a) U' av means 
the average of the fully rectified sinusoidal voltage. Therefore, when turning 
2* 
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to average values on the right side of equation (47) the factor 1/2 is to be 
written: 
I -~U' R 
Oa
V 
- 2 ay Rc (2R +Ro) RRo (48) 
By substituting thif:' into equation (14) and taking equation (13a) into 
consideration, we obtain 
p _ UL,v 
sym - 4 [Rc (2R (49) 
In this expression Ue a\' is a constant given by the dimensions of the core and 
the number of turns of the output \dndings according to equation (1). First, 
let us determine the value of Ro at which PS\'l11 has a maximum, while R is kept 
constant. 
As no'w Uc av and R remains unchanged the solution is where the function 
f(Ro) = [R (')R -'- R ) -'- RR F 
c - i 0 I 0 
(;)0 ) 
has its extreme value. According to the usual method of determining extreme 
values the solution of equation 
IS 
'Of(R oL = 0 
'ORo 
R _ 2RRc 0-
R+Rc 
(51) 
If the above expression is substituted into equations (4,9) and (13) for 
the power 
P _ U~a" R 
sym - 32R
c 
R +Rc (52) 
is obtained. The supply voltage is 
(53) 
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According to equation (52) P sym increases "with the quotient RjRo; 
i. e. the output power monotonously increases with R and attains its maximum 
in infinity. The theoretically obtainable maximum of P sym if R -+ co is 
P _ V2av 
sym max - 32 Rc (54) 
In case II when the output power is limited by the r.m.s. value of the 
current in the reactor, the condition of proper matching can be determined 
in the following way: If the r.m.s. value of the current flowing in the unsatur-
ated reactor is I,H, then owing to the half-wave rectification its average value 
is 2jTC Ieff. 
When flowing through the output winding of reactor "B" the current 
will cause a voltage-drop having an average value of 2jTCleff across the resist-
ance Rc. On the other hand, a voltage higher than Vc avj2 must not appear on 
the unsaturated reactor. On the unsaturated reactor appears in fact the sum 
of the voltage-drops across resistances Rc and Ro- Thus the following equation 
has to be fulfilled: 
(55) 
As the right side of the above equation and the first member of its left 
side are fixed values, the second member of the right side - this being the 
output voltage itself - is also determined by the above equation: 
(56) 
As according to equation (56) the output voltage has a value fixed by 
the given voltage Uc av on the reactor and by the current Ieif allowed to flow 
in the output winding, the output power can only be increased by increasing 
the output current. It can easily be seen that in case of finite Rand Ro values 
less than a half of the current in reactor "B" will flow through the output 
resistance. In case of R --,'>- co the average of the output current is just half 
of the average current 2jTC IEff flowing in the output winding of reactor "B": 
1 
Ioav = - Ieff 
;z: 
In this case the output power is 
P U I Ucavleff 2 10 R sym max = 0 av' 0 av = - -Q- cff e 
2;z: TC~ 
(57) 
(58) 
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The output resistance is to be chosen so that the output voltage-drop 
U oav caused by current Ioav across it, should be as high as determined by 
equation (56): 
(59) 
Appendix II 
According to the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 12 the instantaneous 
value of the output current io is 
II ia = -----
Re+Ro 
(60) 
Correspondingly the instantaneous value of the output power is 
(61) 
But, considering the fact that the extreme value of the above expression 
is to be determined at a constant voltage lle/2 appearing on a half-coil, let us 
substitute in the abo,-e expression lie for II according to the folIo,ring equation: 
. (. Re ! R ) II I' Rc -,' Ro·)--Lo -') T 0 = 
. - Re Ro ' 2 2 
Hence 
Substituting (63) into (61) we obtain 
W-ith changing Ro the above expression has its extreme value in case of 
By substituting this into equation (63) for the supply voltage 
3 
ll=-ll 4 c 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
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is obtained. Or turning to average values 
No'w based on 
PSYmmax = 15av Ro 
let us determine the maximum of the output power. 
As 
after substituting (64) and (66) we obtain 
Hence 
P SYI11 111 a x = 15 av Ro 1 16 
1 Ucav 
----
4 Rc 
Summary 
1 
32 
lT~ a\" 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
One of the problems arISlllg ill connection with the construction of half·wave push. 
pull amplifiers concerns the possibility of achieving the maximum possible output of a core 
(}f given size. The author investigating the three theoretical possihilities of balancing, shows 
that in case of properly choosing the circuit constants the circuits are generally equivalent. 
If the circuit constants are selected according to the method shown in the paper. half of the 
output is to be achieved in case of any of the three circuits than in that of a hasic circuit 
amplifier built with the same core. 
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